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For decades, many of the world’s best
companies have used their production
systems as a source of sustainable
competitive advantage (see sidebar “What
is a production system?”). But such a system
isn’t just about doing things well, with
fast, efficient manufacturing processes
and consistently high quality. What
differentiates benchmark organizations
like Danaher or Toyota is their ability to
improve those operations continually, at a
pace their competitors struggle to match.
Strong production systems have other
powerful benefits too. They give companies
a clear, precise picture of their own
performance, allowing direct comparisons
among plants, for example, and encouraging
internal competition. They provide a
common culture, vocabulary, and tool
set that facilitates the sharing of best
practices while minimizing confusion and
misunderstanding. And by developing
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the skills of existing staff and creating an
attractive environment for talented new
hires, they help people contribute to the best
of their ability.
The best production systems are simple and
structured, and built around a company’s
specific strengths and challenges. That
requires a good deal of self-knowledge. A
company must not only understand what
it wants to achieve but also identify the
methods, resources, and capabilities it
will need to get there. Ultimately, a good
production system is a unique, bespoke
management approach that’s difficult for
competitors to copy.
Today, even the highest-performing
companies can boost their performance
still further. That technology-driven
opportunity comes from data—specifically,
the huge volumes of data on processes and
performance generated by new generations
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WHAT IS A PRODUCTION SYSTEM?
A set of elements and guiding principles that
determine how a company runs its operations
and continually improves its performance is a
production system:

 Operations include all processes in a
business—not only production, but also
the sales, product-development, and
administrative functions.

 The elements of such a system include the
staff’s capabilities and incentives and the
company’s reporting systems, documented
improvement methods and tools,
organization, and culture.

 Continuous improvement includes
ambitious yearly targets for gains in
productivity, quality, and lead times.

 The guiding principles are expectations
about the way methods and tools will be
applied and people will behave.

of network-connected devices: the Internet
of Things (IoT).1 To capture the opportunity,
companies must revisit and reassess many of
the processes and principles that have been so
successful for them in the past.

Four dimensions of the IoT’s impact
The advent of IoT technologies—and the more
general move to digital tools that support
operations, communication, analysis, and decision
making in every part of the modern organization—
won’t change the fundamental purpose of
production systems. It will, however, transform the
way they are built and run, offering improvements
across four main dimensions:
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A production system acts as the compass,
tiller, and oar of an organization—setting its
performance targets, guiding its daily practices,
deepening its operational capabilities, and
building them over the long term.

Connectivity
Traditional production systems embody a
collection of separate tools bound together
loosely by the rules governing their application.
Usually, these rules are at best defined only on a
paper document or a corporate intranet site. In
future, such links will be much tighter and more
automated, and fast digital connections will
allow the whole system to operate as a seamless,
cohesive whole.
Integration will change production systems in
two ways. First, performance measurement and
management will be based on precise data. Sensors
will monitor the entire production process, from
the inspection of incoming materials through
manufacturing to final inspection and shipping.
Companies will store the output of those sensors
in a single, central data lake, together with a host of
additional data from other internal sources, as well
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as external ones (supplier specifications, quality
indicators, weather and market trends). All these
strands of data will combine to set the production
system’s targets and measure its performance
continually, so the staff will be able to see, at a
glance, if the system is performing as it should.
Second, connectivity will support better factbased decision making. Access to comprehensive,
up-to-date production information, together
with a complete historical picture, will take the
guesswork out of changes and improvement
activities. As the collection and reporting of data
are increasingly automated, frontline operators
and managers will play a larger role in solving
problems and improving processes. Root-cause
problem solving will be easier: aided by advanced
analytical techniques, staff will be able to
identify the changed operating conditions that
precede quality issues or equipment failures.
Furthermore, stored information about similar
issues solved elsewhere will help identify
appropriate solutions.

Speed
Today’s production systems are necessarily
retrospective. While they aim to maximize
responsiveness by emphasizing discipline,
standards, and right-first-time practices), the
reality falls short. Manual measurement and
management mean that most opportunities for
improvement cannot be identified until a shift
ends and the numbers come in.
With the introduction of comprehensive, real-time
data collection and analysis, production systems
can become dramatically more responsive.
Deviations from standards can immediately
be flagged for action. The root causes of those
deviations can therefore be identified more
quickly, as will potential countermeasures.
The entire improvement cycle will accelerate.
It isn’t just the management of day-to-day
operations that will get faster. Capability building
will, too, thanks to focused, online training
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packages customized to the specific needs of
individual employees. Finally, IoT technologies
will speed improvements in the production
system itself—for instance, by automatically
identifying performance gaps among plants or
updating processes throughout the company
whenever new best practices are identified (see
sidebar “The production-system transformation
of the future”).

Accessibility
Back-end data storage isn’t the only thing that
will be unified in the production systems of the
future. So will access. Staff at every level of the
organization will get the tools and data they need
through a single application or portal. That portal
will be the organization’s window into the system’s
dynamic elements—especially minute-by-minute
performance data—as well as more static parts,
such as standards, improvement tools, and
historical data.
These portals—with responsive, customized
interfaces ensuring that the right employees
get access to the right information and tools at
the right time—will simplify and accelerate the
operation of the production system. If it identifies a
deviation on a production line, for example,
it will be able to alert the team leader, show
current and historical data on that specific
process, and offer appropriate root-cause
problem-solving tools, together with a library
of solutions applied elsewhere.
Using secure and tightly controlled interfaces, the
production-system portal will also be accessible
beyond the organization’s boundaries: it will allow
suppliers to track consumption and quality issues
in materials, for example, or external experts to
review current and historical performance to find
improvement opportunities. Using online support
and predictive analytical tools, manufacturers of
equipment will increasingly operate, monitor, and
maintain it remotely. The portal will even allow
companies to benchmark their own performance
automatically against that of others.
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Ultimately, manufacturing
transformations will be quicker
to plan, thanks to the speed and
ﬂexibility of digital tools.

THE PRODUCTION-SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION OF THE FUTURE
Highly integrated, digitally enabled production
systems won’t just work differently from
today’s—they’ll be built differently, too. New
technologies will have a significant impact on
each step an organization must take along the
evolutionary journey of its production system.
 Prepare and diagnose. Today, just
getting a comprehensive picture of current
performance takes too much effort:
gathering data from disparate sources,
talking to managers and team leaders
about their issues and challenges, and then
diagnosing improvement opportunities
and capability gaps. In future, the data
necessary to understand the production
system’s current performance will be much
more readily available, often remotely.
Automated analysis systems will parse these
data much more rapidly to yield much more
powerful insights, isolating subtle factors that
influence the performance of production,
from changes in humidity to the actions of
individual operators.
 Design and plan. While diagnosis will
be easier, the design of future production
systems is likely to be more demanding.
Today’s focus on eliminating waste and
optimizing material and information flows
will remain crucial. But companies will also
have to consider a host of new opportunities
and requirements, such as the integration of
new sensors and information sources, the
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potential for new production technologies
(from 3-D printing to augmented-reality
systems), and the design of a new
digital infrastructure. And because few
organizations will have already completed
the journey, companies will be less able to
rely on methods and blueprints that have
been proved elsewhere.
The translation of a design into a tangible
change plan is likely to become easier,
however. A new generation of design tools
will automate much of this process, defining
the necessary steps and determining the
best sequence and timing given the available
resources and skills.
 Implement and sustain. As in the design
and planning phases, additional effort in
the early stages of implementation will be
repaid by dramatic improvements in flexibility,
performance, speed, and sustainability.
People will still have to carry out most physical
changes to production lines and other facilities,
and the initial introduction will be more
complex for digital performance-monitoring
and -management tools than for manual
systems (see sidebar “The human factor”).
Once the basic elements are in place, however,
the responsiveness and adaptability of digital
systems will come into their own. The use of
real-time data will make it simpler and faster to
stabilize processes. Automated optimization

THE HUMAN FACTOR

systems will adjust manufacturing sequences
and speeds to help balance lines and
match production more closely to customer
demand. Digital performance-management
tools and standards can easily be updated
as the organization modifies and fine-tunes
the system. Digital tools and automated
work flows will help managers and frontline
teams maintain the cycle of root-cause
problem solving. And capabilities will be
faster, easier, and more personalized thanks
to digital training tools and digitally supported
coaching programs for managers and
change agents.
Digital tools will also simplify and streamline
ongoing continuous-improvement activities
by adjusting targets and tracking progress
in real time while automatically escalating
issues to the relevant personnel when
required. They’ll simplify the management
of complex changes, too, by automatically
identifying interactions and potential
conflicts between different initiatives and
recommending resolutions.
Ultimately, manufacturing transformations will
be quicker to plan, thanks to the speed and
flexibility of digital tools; faster to implement,
given the tools’ ability to align and engage
all employees behind the same goals; and
more powerful, since the underlying drivers of
improved performance will be clear for all to
see and address in a structured way.
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The production systems of the future will
still require people in many of the roles they
hold today, but the nature of those roles will
change. Here’s how:
 Operators will need new capabilities
as low-skill tasks are automated and
increasingly sophisticated equipment
requires skilled people to run it. Frontline
personnel can expect more support,
however, since the allocation of work will be
based on their proven capabilities, training
will be customized to their individual
needs, and they will receive instantaneous
recommendations for course corrections
when problems occur.
 Managers and supervisors will spend less
time tracking and reporting on day-to-day
performance and more time coaching
their teams and looking for innovative
improvement opportunities.
 Change agents will still have the critical
and diverse roles they do today: identifying
and fixing issues (for both machines and
humans), developing and implementing
solutions, building capabilities, and
changing mind-sets in the wider workforce.
Future production systems, emphasizing
analytical capabilities for working with
complex data, will change some aspects
of those roles, however. Other capabilities,
such as those required to guide colleagues
through significant change, will become
much more important in light of the
transformation most organizations will need.
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Anchoring
One of the most powerful effects of IoT and digital
technologies, we foresee, will be to anchor the
production system in the organization’s psyche.
This will overcome the most critical challenge many
companies struggle with today: sustaining change,
so that the organization improves continually.
That anchoring effect will be achieved in several
ways. First, the unified data, interface, and tool set
will not only help enforce the adoption of standards
but also ensure that the right way of doing things
is the easiest way. Staff won’t need to improvise
production plans or override machine settings if the
optimum settings are just a button click away.
Second, future production systems will help the
organization to collaborate more effectively. An
end-to-end view of performance will break down
barriers among functions and ensure that decisions
reflect the interests of the business as a whole. The
communication and sharing of information will
be greatly enhanced, since a central knowledge
hub and social-media tools will let staff in one area
access support, ideas, and expertise from another.
Finally, future production systems will make
performance far more visible: when the whole
leadership can see the direct link between
operational performance and profitability, for
example, the production system will no longer
be considered the concern solely of the COO.
Digital dashboards on computers, mobile devices,
and even smartwatches will show staff in every
function and at every level exactly how the
organization is performing, as well as the precise
value of the contribution of their businesses,
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plants, or production cells. The result will be
genuine transparency—not just about where the
value is being created, but also about how.

Adopting IoT: Early wins
Although the fully integrated digital production
systems described in this article don’t yet exist,
many of the building blocks are already in place.
The oil-and-gas industry, for instance, is rolling
out industrial-automation systems that can
monitor the health of expensive capital assets in
remote locations. These systems facilitate timely
preventative maintenance by using sensor data to
generate real-time performance information and
provide an early warning of potential problems.
Automakers already have production lines where
hundreds of assembly-line robots are integrated
with a central controller, business applications,
and back-end systems. This technology helps
companies to maximize uptime, improve
productivity, and build multiple models (in any
sequence) without interrupting production.
 
The next challenge for manufacturing companies
is to complete the integration process. This will
mean taking the tools and capabilities that now
work on individual production lines or assets
and extending them to the entire enterprise and
then its entire supply chain. For companies that
succeed, the reward will be greater efficiency,
rich new insights, and dramatic, continual
improvement in performance.
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